With ever more digital games companies opening their do ors in Malta, standing
out ca n be difficult. Dawn Gillies talks to Dorado Games co-founder Simon
Dotschuweit to find out how a small company is ca rving out its niche in an
industry of big players.
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connect computers, friends could play over
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a multi -billion doll ar enterprise, taking in an
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When most of us think video games,

been a surge in free-to-play online games. With

we immediately think of games consoles.

so many free games competing for our attention,

So why choose to create an online game?

you might wonder where the money comes

Or, for that matter, one that's free?

from. It may seem counterintuitive, but these
free online games sometimes generate higher

Dotschuweit says, They're a lot more fun to
do. You have more control. Usually you self-
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With Dorado constantly striving to improve
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their online world for players, the ability to

have created Dorado Games, launched real -

continually update was a big draw for them .

time grand-strategy game Conflict of Nations,
and gained over 400,000 customers.

DORADO'S ORIGIN STORY
Whilst working for the independent creators,

The world of online gaming better lends itself
to strategy games. With Dotschuweit and Porsche
already big fans, their goal was to create a game
they wanted to play. Their business model is also
better suited to online gaming than consoles. 'It's

publi shers , and distribut ors of digital games

free to pl ay, so w e incentivise players to pay for

Stillfront Group, Dotschuweit was already mulling

extra features, which doesn't work well on console.'

over som e new game ideas. The game engines,

This is where the money comes from. Players pay
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Conflict of Nations concept
Image supplied by Dorado Games

Porsche and
Dotschuweit
brought different
skills to the table:
Dotschuweit
came from an IT
and technology
background, while
Porsche gained
his experience as
creative director
for the Battlestar

Galactica
online game.
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to con struct buildings or t rain their

Malta Enterprise for our company,

troo ps more quickly, giving them an

which was of course a very nice plus.

advantage over the competition.

And Malta is a really nice place l ' The

But Stil lfront's acquisition of

grant not only helped Dorado win

Dorado meant it was decision time

over investors, but it reduced risk in

for Dotschuweit. He had to choose

an industry that's infamous for its kill

between keeping his comfortable

rate, both in-game and in real life.

job with Stillfront, or taki ng on a

Suffice to say that coming out on top

new challenge in the startup world.

in the gaming world is not guaranteed.

Living in China with his fam il y at

Working in a start -up w as also

the time, the ramification s of t hat

a change for Dotschuweit. Having

decision were huge. Porsche wa s

previously worked for US tech giant

already in Malta, incentivised by t he

IBM, he wanted to make a mark with

Maltese government's support of new

this new venture. 'You get to have a lot

businesses. In the end, Dotschuweit

more impact. Your presen ce matters

felt the opportunity to join forces was

a lot more to a small business; it's a

too great to pass up. He made th e leap.

lot more fun. You get to wear lots of

THE RISE TO SUCCESS
Money was key. Dotschuweit tells
us, 'We managed to secure quite a
sizeable employment-based gra nt f rom

hat s and get a lot of experi en ce.' Th e
busy an d exciting nature of a small
business appealed to him much more
than clocking in to a regular office job.
The good times continued rolling

Simon Dotschuweit and Nick Porsche together with the Dorado Games team
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with more support coming in from

With this project, Dotschuweit and

possible. The Stillfront platform restricts

the University of Malta's (UM) Centre

Porsche wanted more control, and they

them somewhat in their design, as it

for Entrepreneurship and Business

were ready to invest. They dug their

wasn't made specificall y for Dorado,

Incubation (CEBI). CEBI houses

heels in and hired their own team.

the TAKEOFF programme which

by Dorado, but it has red uced their

A game of political and military

workload massively, allow ing them to
get Conflict of Nations launch -ready

supports new businesses and provides

tactics with elements of espionage,

facilities for them. Dr Joseph Bartolo

Conflict of Nations requires real-world

in a fraction of the time. Identifying

and Prof. Russell Smith are familiar

diplomacy skills to move up in the

and taking advantage of opportunities
has also been key to their quick rise.

names when it comes to Maltese

world. Unlike most other strategy

start-ups, and they have both been

games, it takes place right here on

an influential part of Dorado's story.

Earth, making use of Google Maps

They now operate from the TAKEOFF

to make the game truly global.

In the crowded world of onlin e

Bringing their dream team

games, Dorado games has skillfully

building on UM 's Msida campus.
But Dorado's journey is not all

MANY LESSONS LEARNT

to life was a challenge. 'Finding

managed to carve out its place.

smooth sailing. 'We are a live service

talent back then wasn't the easiest

Real-time negotiations and political

and we don't have separate teams for

thing,' says Dotschuweit. But their

tactics in Conflict of Nations are the

operations and expansions, so that

perseverance has seen them build

stand-out features for fans who

sometimes means your plans change!'

a close-knit team who have all

enjoy the long timescales and mental

explains Dotschuweit. It's all hands on

contributed to Dorado's success.

strategy involved. With this victory

deck to fix any problems. 'It's part of

The quest for perfection is a common

under their belt, we'll soon see more

the bane and the fun of operations.

theme in Dorado's story. The perfect

from Dorado. They have plans to

But it doesn't get boring!' he says.

team, the perfect platform, the perfect

develop another game this year.

This means that a day of meetings

game. Their commitment to giving

can quickly tu rn into a hectic day

players the best possible experience

industry, Dotschuweit has some advice

of making sure th e ga me is running

is a testament to their investment in

for any future gaming entrepreneurs.

smoothly. Th ey don't want to disrupt

their projects. Taking the time to get the

'Get it out fast and get feedback.

players' gameplay if they can avoid it.

right team together has proved to be

You can always improve it later.' He

In the past, Dorado hired game

one of the many reasons for Dorado's

notes the success of game jams in

developers to bring their ideas to

fast climb up the games industry ladder.

turning ideas into businesses and

life. But th is modus operandi changed

Another was getting their game out

urges people to get involved. So,

w hen it came to Conflict of Nations.

quickly to get fan feedback as
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With years of experience in the

as

what are you waiting for? [j
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